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 criminal action is not exactly refers to do or not to do an action but governor and judger 
can do it by leave there responsibility or by doing some actions they can be in charge of 

crime in term of partner, accessory judge private crimes contain of crimes that 

happiness in justice process in which without any process we have no crime and this 
crime happiness any in the process this kind of crime are against persons security and 

soon in this active we analysis the material of judge private crimes in process of justice 

to inform public and harmed people to perform justice as well and find ways to keep 
the trace of the crime with explanatory met hood. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Crime is to do or not to do an action that we have a punish aren’t for it in law so crime is not limited to time 

place or person and the person of justice system can do a crime in some situation. 

 Judges and other person in justice process have legal rules and as they are harmed they can do crime so 

crimes like kill and hit are always possible in which we have situation that judge killed accused person in Iran 

but we do in this research is not public crimes in justical crimes but it is the material abstract and legal crimes 

that should be done with skins of judge private crime, contain crimes that happiness in justice process and in 

which without any process we have no crime and in fact the process is the result of the crime.  

 We analysis some cases below: 

1-Crimes against persons the common crime is legal arrestment that it is the example of some punishment laws 

contain. 

1-1-Illegal arrestment of person without any law that created before the crime or as the result of previous law, 

1-2-Illegal arrestment of person cause of not using laws to decrease or suit the crime, 

 Documents (in this article we didn’t express the law completely and we use some abbreviations to avoid 

repetition, constitution, trade law, social law, Islam punishment law, social responsibility law, public courts law, 

public courts law in term of social law, public courts law in term of punishment (amend  Islamic punishment 

law 1370) (amend 10 1392) (amend 11,11,13,1392). 

 The soul of public amusement for human rights is tangible in amend 36 (bayat 1390, 261) 

 The main source of the crime are courts so make courts and measure their ability is based in law (Shamiaty 

1382, 25). 

 The crime material element (amend 10 1392 to do a good work or not to do (avoid to let accused free)), the 

crime abstract element is to purposely punish without crime or keep arrestment without crime element (amend 

575 Islamic 1375) and (amend 13, 1392) 

 1-Not count the previous arrestment deliberately under the (amend 127) of Islamic public courts in criminal 

items judge have to start the researches just after arresting the accused prisoner it is not possible he should do it 

in 24 hours. 

 Otherwise it’s been like an illegal arrestment and base on punishment law he will be punished but the 

source of arrestment is the court (Goldozian 1390, 41) 

Law documents (amend 18 Islamic punishment law 1370) 

And (amend 27, 28, 29 Islamic punishment law 1392) 

And (under the amend 259, 1378) 
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 Crime material element (amend 295, 1392) to not to do a job (avoid to count previous arrestment till 

current arrestment crime abstract element (purpose to avoid to count precious more than redirected punishment) 

and crime law element (amend 801 and 806 and 13, 1392) 

 More ever we should say means of arrestment in (amend 18 Islamic punishment law) is not just temporary 

arrestment and contain all types of arrestment so decreasing amount of amount of arrestment based of amend 18 

is not about punishment (idea number 7/639- 78/9/2 justice department). 

 

1-Illegal exhale or pro habit the legal exhale force stay in a place: 

 Law document (amend 19 Islamic punishment law 1370) crime material element (amend 19 Islamic 

punishment law 1370) as to do a job (illegal exhale) or not to do a job (pro habit legal exhale or stop to perform 

a law in a place), crime abstract, elements, have purpose in 576 and 579 or 575 in 1375 and amend 13 Islamic 

punishment law in 1392 it seems that illegal exhale is one of the example of illegal grasp in amend 575 and pro 

habit the law is one of the example of amend 576 in Islamic punishment law in 1375 to whole all the ordered 

law is about  that judges have a obey are in the consideration amend 20 (about detection of judges crime) [15]. 

 (Kazem Zadeh, Ali, example the judges policy rules, Islamic republic of Iran, bahar publication, 1381, p44 

illegal arrestment in term of overlooked crime) 

 Law document (amend 23, Islamic punishment law and 1370) crime material element as doing a job (illegal 

arrestment about person he has been overlooked) crime abstract element, aim to begin or keeping the illegal 

arrestment about overlooked crimes that he has been overlooked. 

 Crime law element (amend 575) more ever arrestment that is cause of lacing overlooked if other situation is 

possible is an example of crime 

 

1-Avoid to free amenities: 

 Law document (amend 96-97-98, Islamic punishment law/ 1370) and (amend/ 1392). 

 Crime material element, positive action like arresting an amenity person or not to do an action like keeping 

an arrested prisoner or avoid make him free. Crime law element (amend 575 Islamic punishment law 1375 and 

amend 13.1392) 

 So to have this crime we need to amnesty of person by the legal justice department by obey ordered law in 

amnesty committee otherwise punishment of amnesty people it is not a crime. 

 Avoid to free a person that so part of is crime is overlook arresting of person that some part of his crime is 

overlooked law documents (amend 525-527 Islamic punishment law 1370) and (amends 46-49 Islamic 

punishment law 1392) 

 Crime material element, positive action (arrestment of person that some part of his crime is overlooked 

without court permission) and not to do an action (arrestment of person that some part of his crime is 

overlooked) crime abstract element (aim in arrestment or avoid to make prison free) crime law element based 

on (amend 801 and 806 and 13 Islamic punishment law 1392) 

 The note it hot, doing a crime by judge that he is responsible for ad justice is based on (amend 801-806 

Islamic punishment law 1392) and doing a crime by judge without responsibility beside uppercase is contain 

(amend 807) and in this case they act base on crime frequency law and as the postpone explored accuse person 

will before and no need to absolute rule. 

 Using the reduction in the (amend 52) and postponing some part of crime with certain rules (amend 22-25) 

and it has no fault. 

 (Negotiating idea numb 7/1907-85/3/131 justice department). Note is that department branches of other 

justice department isn’t eat like court and have no choice to postpone punishments. (Negotiating idea numb 

7/1598-77/4/12 justice department) (Goldozian 1390-53). 

 Based on this we should clarify between postpone of punishment and the postpone of justical chaise The 

postpone of punishment is just happiness in the court and after the order and it’s for just some types of crimes 

while justical chaise happiness in the justice department within the chaise and it happen in the research phase 

(Shamiyati 1382-2/253) (based on what mentioned with amend 45, 48 of Islamic punishment law the postpone 

of punishment can happiness with judge) so the postpone of persons right is against but not crime (amend 52 

Islamic punishment law) 

 Avoiding of making free the person that his punishment postpone, arresting an amnesty person without 

delinquency of courts laws postponing of order is new rule  that governors base on unjail policy and pro habit 

the harmful effect of jail for prisoners has been approved. 

 Law documents: (amend 40 Islamic punishment law 1392) and (amend 41 phase 2- 1392) and (amend 45 

Islamic punishment law 1392). 

 Crime material elements: contain of positive action (arresting an accused person that postponed his 

punishment or he has been amnestied in the court) or action about not doing (pro habit freedom of accused 

person that the postpone of crime has been approved for him and his arresting contained) crime abstract clement 
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(aim in arresting or avoid to make free of accused person) crime legal element (amend 570, 575 Islamic 

punishment law 1375) and (amend 13-1392) 

 Proving the researching rule ends with arrestment is after the postpone rule In case the abstract element of 

crime happiness is an example of this crime as in (Islamic punishment law 1392) we have situation for postpone 

the punishment and we have the same for suspending the crime so if the rule doesn’t perform in time of 

suspension the judge can for one time and about half of mentioned time add the time to suspense or order the 

law. 

 

6-Arresting accused in term of semi freedom system: 

Law documents: (amend 56-57 Islamic punishments law): 

 Crime material element: contain positive contain (full arresting people in semi freedom system) crime 

abstract element; aim in arresting people in system of semi freedom and crime law element is (amend 575 

Islamic punishment law 1375) and (amend 13-1392) 

 Semi freedom rule is a new system that it’s predicted for first time in (Islamic punishment law 1392) and in 

fact it’s an action like actions in amends 3, 6 in reasoning action and growing like guarding jobless accused 

person in agriculture and industry system (base on amend 6 in reasoning action. All of accused are alone at 

nights in cells and if proved he can’t any skill so the court perform the order (Shamyani 1382- 2:242) 

 Here it seems semi freedom system is like skill institutes (skill institutes as amend prisons work like a skill 

institutes was the topic of amend 14 is 1380 and is was for keeping dray accused person) (Safari 1390, 145) 

 Arresting free people without permission, pro habit make limited free law document, (amends 59-61 

Islamic punishment law 1392) and (amend 38 and sub amends 1,2,3 Islamic punishment law) and (amend 39-

40-58 Islamic punishment law 1392). 

 In (amend 58 Islamic punishment law 1292) performing judges have to analysis the person situation 

(amend 58) and test the possible position more ever if the freedom situation is possible the judge have to make 

person free so across this rules or don’t pay attention to them is a crime but this attention to this law till it 

wasn’t consider by the court is not crime. 

 Crime material element is a positive (arrestment to free people base on paper) or not (do an action avoid to 

make free people or make them in arrestment). Crime legal element base on amends 801-806-13 Islamic 

punishment law 1392) crime abstract element aim to arrest free people that have legal permission or aim to 

avoid make free people based on situation. 

 Crime of arresting free people without permission is just happiness with judge (consider judge) and the 

crime of make free person base on situation happiness based on performing judge moreover if this happiness by 

the other governors it contain (amend 576-1392) that we discuss it in future. 

 Didn’t follow of the court law without any reason for first time (based on amend 61) cause to increasing the 

time of freedom from one to two year so in this case re arresting people without any sign of crime can be a 

crime itself. 

 Although we have limited freedom in law the punishment and it signs remain, and if accused person don’t 

do a crime in this timer, this signs wont disappears and record in law portfolio (Shamyani 1382-25/10) 

 Of course its need to mention when judge is under arrest that his decision was against the law and ordering 

the law for limited freedom without legal process is army crime (letter numb 118/118-69/6/12- court of army – 

the crime of judge assistant to offer the freedom without prisons department offer contain (amend 20 to detect 

judge’s crime) 

(Karim Zadeh 1380-20). 

 Measure for limited freedom (Islamic punishment law 1370) the first jail without precedent and it was his 

first jail and to not use the limited freedom before the measure is the half of petition not the decreased 

punishment base on amnesty (Idea numb 7/2231-69/4/17 justice department) and the first jail base on the rule of 

Islamic law decreased the measure is the half of new order not the first tone (Goldozian 1390-61) (Idea numb 

7/2309-1378/5/11 justice department) (glance of citizenry rights and legal freedoms). 

 And based on (amend 20 Islamic justice punishment) exhale can turn to jail, the jail (is not the main 

punishment but it is an companion and didn’t contain the rules of prisoners freedom) (Goldozian 1390-61) (idea 

numb 7/4016-78/8/9 justice department) and the numbers of crime wont block limited freedom add or decease 

the time of limited freedom add or decrease the time of limited freedom without court permission is not the 

reason for illegal arrestment while its cause to arrest but it’s not crime arresting controlled people by electronic 

systems in a limited area law documents (amend d62 Islamic punishment law 1392). 

 Crime material element contain positive action (arresting controlled people by electronic systems in a 

limited area), crime law element (amend 570 Islamic punishment law 1370) and (amend 13 Islamic punishment 

law 1392) 

 This crime can be done by the judge in a way that he can cancel the control order and control accused 

person without law paper and the performing judge couldn’t arrest controlled people although no we have 

predicted (amend 63) it isn’t approved and we can’t say thing about is but we can talk about the place in the 
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amend 62 that it is prison so the house jail by controlling the electronic system could not be an example of 

crime. 

 The main element of this crime is the limitation of freedom that it not in the previous law and for the first 

time it is predicted base on accused agreement (amend 59-60-1268 Islamic punishment law 1370) the note in 

this part Is that to control without agreement is not illegal and control by the video recorded base on crime can 

be control not Islamic punishment law or special law like the way of punishment in video types. 

 Arresting the people by the aim of doing crime is the introduction of crime has no relation of crime and 

performing of it. Law document (amend 41 Islamic punishment law 1392). 

 Crime material elements, contain positive action (arresting the people by the aim of doing crime without 

starting the crime punishment to the people without starting crime is the introduction) crime law element 

(amend 801 and 13 Islamic punishment law 1392). 

 Crime abstract element (aims in arresting and order to jail and performing it for person that they want to do 

crime without starting it and the actions just the introduction of crime). 

 In Islamic punishment law 1370 if person want to star crime and the crime not happened, no difference that 

it’s by purpose or not, but in some law 1392 this topic is not a crime from the beginning till the actions was the 

example of crime and if it wasn’t by purpose the punishment is just for the crime. 

 In some case legal persons the aim of persons is the crime and it’s because the importance of crime. For 

example crime with the title (amends 498-502-504-505-510-511-512-610-618 Islamic punishment law 1375), in 

crimes against security of society the actions is caused to crime (Mir Mohammad Sadeghi 1382, 32) it’s clear 

the punishment concluding the person that do crime by ideas and thought it won’t crime (Goldozian 90). 

 jail order, and performing it about force to order against massive jail, avoid making free person that order 

him massive jail 

 

Law document: (amend 64-66-67-68-71-72-73-75-77-82 Islamic punishment law 1370): 

 Crime material element, (contain positive action, jail order and performing it about force to order against 

the massive jail, avoid making free person that order him massive jail) or not to do an action (avoid making free 

in the reasoning period till the order expressed and keep the accused person in the jail) crime law elements 

based on amends (801-802-13 Islamic punishment law 1392) crime abstract element. 

 Avoid making free in the reasoning period till the order expressed and keep the accused person in the jail 

the massive punishment for new rules approved in 1392 ordering rules by the massive jail is the judge 

responsible while the punishment. 

 

Punishment of jail about person that deserve the replace punishment it can be perform: 

 The positive part of it is possible for the judge and the negative part of crime it is possible for the judge and 

the negative part of crime is possible performing judge and the topic of crime is researchable that the ordering 

replace punishment is a force to judge orders it is not researchable 

 Order punishment and performing it about child’s and teenage, arresting the child’s and teenage, avoid to 

make them free, introduce them to reform institutes for keeping avoid them to be free when they are in jail 

avoid to make free reformed persons. 

 Law document: (amend 41 Islamic punishment law 1370) and (amends 88-89-90-91-93-94 Islamic 

punishment law 1370). 

 Crime material element, contain positive action (1-order punishment performing it for child 2-arresting 

child’s and teenage keep in jail – keep the performed people in the jail) crime law elements based on (amend 

801-806-13 Islamic punishment law 1392). 

 Crime abstract element; aim to arrest child’s and teenage and the one of expressed ideas. 

 In some cases of justice specially in this years for the luck of reforming institutes for child’s they introduce 

to jail or 15-18 years old most of the items introduce to jail by approving Islamic punishment law in 1392 that 

18 years was introduce as a root of punishment basically this topics has no negative is not accept table (in 

Islamic punishment law). 

 The age 18 is the measure and getting to grow is not acceptable for justice system and we should pay. 

 Attention: baby growth and mind growth should be notice and we have to limit some rules in this case.  

 In this case is related to international documents and parliaments documents for example child convention 

in term of age the age 18 is been predicted (Doctor Ali Nagafi Tavana) 

 Measuring the accused age is his birth certificate or detecting it by the law medicine in the time and place 

of crime is possible and if he was not at the age of crime in the time of doing and after that he growth he is in 

term of underage law (Goldozian 1390-76) 

 The underage person can’t be in charge of crime the petition will setup based on his parents in courts 

(Goldozian 1390-77) as child’s crimes should be analysis in spend court any negotiation and quotation about 

them by others is crime, one of the crimes factor is knowledge of judge about the age, while it is the abstract 

element of crime but if he was underage and arrested is not the abstract element of crime and if it was celebrate 
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it can be a in faction (petition numb 63/65-75/4/9 branch one of premium judges court the other judges that 

confirm the first order didn’t do crime Karim Zadeh 1380-101) 

 The limited freedom order and postponing the child order is predicted in Islamic punishment law 1392, 

avoid to keeping them illegally and to send them to the reform institutes with the knowledge of other factors, it 

can be an example of crime. 

 Arrest and avoid to make free the amnesty people or decreased punishment person by contraction 

 Contraction is one of the factors that it destroys the crime in some case of Islamic punishment law 1370 and 

the courts have not to act base on contraction because the way of using it was not clear. 

 In part element of topics Islamic punishment law 1370 mentioned the contraction as one of crime 

destroying actions and amends 113, 118 expressed this part contraction should be before the doing crime or 

arresting people (Ardabili 1382-201) the contraction acceptance is with the judge. 

 Law documents: amends 114-115-116-117-118-119 Islamic punishment law and amend 72-125-126-132-

133-182-200 Islamic punishment law 1370 and amends 512-521 Islamic punishment law. 

 In Islamic punishment law 1375 specially in amend 521 the contraction before the crime is an example of 

amnesty that expressed in amends 520-518-519 while in amend 518 dealer 1 to 10 years of jail and amend 519 1 

to 3 years of jail predicated and amend 511 Islamic punishment law 1392 in 6, 7 degree crimes expressed and if 

contraction clarified we can destroy the punishment in other crimes the court is author to perform the decreasing 

law and we know the 6 degree crime contain of 6 month to 2 years, 7 degree crime is contain 91 days to 6 

month, 8 degree till 3 month and in other case the punishment will increase, so when we use amend 521 the 

1392 law we just use the discount of law when the court requests and as we have both of laws, how’s in 

punishment law 1375 is for special crime and couldn’t contain all the crime and about the other crimes we use 

of contraction in 1392 because we have way to use contraction and while the 1392 laws are public and we want 

to detect the crime to cancel the rules of 1392 and when we can use this rule to clarify the situation of 

contraction and attach it to precious law. 

 Crime material element, contain positive action (arrest the accused that contraction decreased his crime) or 

not to do an action (avoid to free arrest the accused person that contain decreased his crime) crime law element 

based on (amends 801-806 Islamic punishments law 1392) 

 Crime abstract element aim to arrest in people or avoid to make them free that they discover the discount 

cause of contraction. 

1-Arresting the people with the doubt, avoid to arrest accused when there is some positive signs of doubt. In 

Islamic punishment 1370 specially when there is a free of doubt the base on no formed away to destroy the 

punishment and the doubt in some part of law expressed limited but in 1392 the law (clear the punishment with 

doubt) it was predicted in amend 120,121 law document (amend 120,121 Islamic punishment law 1392) 

 Crime material element contain positive action arresting people with situation of doubt or situation of doubt 

or situation that can’t deny the doubt to create order or not to do an action avoid to make free people in a 

situation of doubt. 

 Crime abstract element (avoid to make free people in a situation of doubt) crime law element (amends 801-

806-13 Islamic punishment law 1392) 

Note: we have to types of doubts order doubt and topic doubt. 

Order doubt (cause of ignorance of law or possible about of law and the legacy of ignorance when we 

misunderstand the laws and the crimes (Shamiyati 1382, 108-2) 

 Topic doubts when someone knows do an action doubt the measurement of quality and the result is wrong 

when use the word consciously, the topic of doubt can be expressed (Shamiyati 1382, 11, 87) term of accepting 

the mistake of justice responsibility is based on actions that cause to crime it means mistake in some element of 

crime we can accept the order doubt or topic doubt. 

1-Arresting the people or avoid to make them free or order to jail and perform with the some blocks in justice 

situation law documents: (amends 140-142-143-144-145-149-150-151-152-153-154-155-156-157-158-159, 

Islamic punishment law 1392) 

 In Islamic punishment law there is no difference between law situation and element of block ambitions 

justice responsibility for example in elevens of first book (amnesty of punishment the time, and accused 

attention is mentioned in the fourth part of the first book on the topic of situation of justice age sleep and 

madness event cause of sport action, parents actions or surgery actions has been mentions decreasing the 

punishment expert before the underage situations expressed separately and what is been mentions is not in the 

term of age. 

 Although misunderstanding punishment law 1392 the crime topic in term of number of crimes is been 

expressed below; 

 A)Arresting crazy people or avoid to make them free it is necessary to keep crazy people in defined place 

order the jail (the place for arresting people should be a place that there was no danger for other people like 

hospitals and the other actions should be done by judges (justice process about judges 1386-303) 
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 In terms of some illness the law is silence but can say before attack, the person neglect the action and they 

predicted some actions to avoid crime and should be cautious and when the crime topic B of amend 295 can be 

performed (justice articles (1387, 57)). 

A)Ordering the jail for anxious neglected drunk ignorance people or avoid to make this people free in term to 

make possible other elements of crime and it’s clear for the term of defense or legal order and… 

B)Deference between A and B is that in the first one in other of danger we can the same reasoning and growing 

action till the danger this appears but in second term danger is not them after and in the part B we can arrest the 

accused till reasoning and after order in term of justice responsibility the person should be free, and after 

ordering if judge didn’t know about the madness it’s not the crime if the accused person order to jail. 

 In Islamic punishment law 1370, amend 59 actions of parents of justice underage or make people keep the 

person to education any kind of surgery or medical action with the agreement of legal parents and performing 

legal process and government order and not to act against religious factors and other factors is not crime. 

 Crime in term of legal defense is not performable but in Islamic punishment law 1392 all of about 

mentioned is the block of justice responsibility. This changes is to benefit the justice department employees 

because in case that the action is not crime and the judge is not allowed to do lots of actions in term of chasing 

the accused person and when person try to defense himself the actions should be continuous, but when law 

ordered an action as crime the judge has more freedom in his actions for example in important crime he can 

easily arrest the accused person but when accused try to use block punishment situation he should be free. In the 

other words when the action aren’t crime the portfolio usually goes to order the block of chase and justice 

actions ore cautious but in terms that actions are crime but it’s not punishable and the process gets longer and 

it’s possible not to punish the person by judge and it’s possible to confirm the petition. 

 

The topic will clarify with example: 

 Imagine A kill B in as soccer match base on Islamic punishment law 1370 if A actions do not reject the 

rules of that’s Portland do not act against religious is not crime but with approving law in 1392 that action have 

no punishment the deference between judges in this two types is in A block like interrupt the way of fast 

arrestment because any neglect can be a crime but with 1392 law judge has more freedom in his actions for 

example above matter can arrest the people till his amnesty will approve. 

 Crime law elements is based on (amend 801-806-13 Islamic punishment law 1392) 

1-Arresting people without accuser complaint avoid to make free people if accuser for gave law document: 

(amends 4, 8 crime judgments 1378) 

 Law element this crime can be based on (amend 801-806 Islamic punishment law 1392). 

 Crime abstract element contain of (aim to arrest accused when accuser for gave crime to avoid make 

accused free when accuser for gave in term of no legal block to keep the accused arrested) crime material 

element it contain positive action like arresting people when accuser forgave or not to do an action like avoid to 

make accused free when he had been for gave and continue the arrestment. 

 This crime can happen with premier court judge or happen with performing judge moreover acceptance of 

for gave in non-forgivable crime is army crime (petition numb 252 76/8/19 branch 2 of premier army court, 

based on elements of unity law numb 590-72/1/16 the jury of country court can decide about unforgivable 

crime. 

 And based on amend 8 chair judge of justice law to order the freedom for a barratry when accuser 

amnestied is a crime (Karim Zadeh 138, 641) 

 Using justice techniques or environ of law is the topic between some judges and we have some of these 

techniques below: 

1)Avoid to accept oral amnesty, while oral amnesty or something like that can be perform (madomi 1382-107) 

and confesses of accuser should be written with his sign 

2)Avoid to accept written amnesty that send and its correctness is been confirmed this example is contain of 

situation that court is not sure about the identity of accuser and don’t accept it. It should be mentioned the exact 

of the accuser sign should be mentioned the exact of the accuser sign should be confirm by formed departments 

like Islamic shora or the sharief and when confirmed they should make free the person base on the freedom law 

specially when they get assurance from accused. 

1) Interpretation of amnesty in limited or vague cases and when the words of amnesty is vague the court can’t 

expressed it in harm of accused 

2)Avoid to accept amnesty when the accuser didn’t deserve specially when the amnesty is terms transferred to 

inherit for example when court has do option hit of them can arrest the accused till the health problem approved 

avoid to make him free cancel the petition also means the amnesty and it elaborated in several cases in law for 

example amend 30 newspapers law 1364 says: publication of any topic about bad things or abusive or darn and 

soon about others is forbidden, and the administrator introduce to justice departments to punishments, this is 

need to private petition and when it canceled chaise stops. 
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 Moreover in term of cancel the petition amend 107 the justice in country and public court law in social 

action can cancel it or reject the petition base on the time of it, but in crimes it’s not base on the time. 

 If the portfolio in the process the Chace order and if it is in the performing process case will expressed 

1-Arresting accused with the observable crime with the withe the central court hearing. 

 

Law document: (amend 23 1378): 

 Crime law element base on (amend 806 Islamic punishment law) crime material element contain of positive 

action (arresting accused person when his crime is under hearing of contract court or not to do a crime (avoid to 

arrest accused if he was arrested before crime abstract element aim to arresting people is the topic of this page. 

 If the crime of observable; justice assistance have rights to arrest accused and if hearing of crime is not the 

local courts responsibility (court have no local responsibility) court have to do action to avoid escape accused or 

clear the trace of crime example they can arrest people but they know the hearing to crime is the central court 

responsibility court have no right or arrest people but collect the reasons and trace and send them to the center. 

2-Arrest people in crimes contain time for Chancing and perform, avoid to make free people when the times 

laws appears. 

 Law document: (amend 6 Islamic punishment law 1387) and (amends 

105,106,107,108,109,110,111,112,113 Islamic punishment law 1392) and (amend 173,174,175,176 Islamic 

punishment law 1378) as this rules prediction about time is Islamic punishment law 1392 and based on avoid 

back to justice rules a proved as new rules predicted previous rules attached to new rules although the justice 

rules about time is in the punish rules and not in the public punishment and usually predicted but it seems the 

law of 1392 are abstract laws crime law element based on amend 801-806 (Islamic punishment law) crime 

material element contain positive action (arresting people with crimes that contain time law) or avoid (arresting 

people with the using time law) 

 Crime abstract element aim to arrest or avoid to make free accused that contain time element. 

 When the time element maters between judge arrest people cautiously so allegation of don’t know about 

time can be mater in term of judges action because if this allegation maters and judges knows it is in benefit of 

person he have to be careful in punishment order because the judge can handle the back grout record and in 

most of the time based on the court merit the record files place in the court that crime place there but in special 

cases like break up to courts they can’t access to recorded files to whole when this doubt happens the judge 

should be cautious but when the time law approved to some extent the topic get easier and accessing record is 

easy and with this reason judge arresting order is illegal. 

 In Islamic punishment law petition about time is predicted and with this prediction interpretation like other 

court is three types of (petition, Chace, punishment is approved (Ashory 1381, 181) 

 

3-Avoid to make free people after enate order: 

Law documents: (amend 13, 1378): 

 Crime material element; contain positive action (avoid make free accused after enate) crime abstract 

element; contain avoid to make free that accused crime law element; based on (amend 801 Islamic punishment 

law) 

 Enate order is kind of punishment cause law, if there is a difference in owner ship, for: movable and it 

means the unity order number 529. 88/8/2 jury of public premier court and letter 1378 justice ministry can be 

perceive (Madani 1386-143- enate in punishment or avoid to introduce the insurance or the client introduction 

avoid to make free accused by the accusing of elements can be the topic of army armies. 

 In crimes that we need temporary arrestment if accused introduced to jail with this order and they assume 

that they need enate order then what happens? For example imagine A) arrested accused about killing B) and go 

to jail with temporary arrested if A) a ligate he is the father if B and court have to express <<enate>> order then 

what happens? Is there any basis in this situation to pronounce enate order or court exclusively has to hear this 

topic? (If the matter approvers, killer is the father of slain and punishment cancels). It seems the justice source 

in this case have to temporary arrest accused till the relationship clarified and if relationship approved they can 

change arrest order with insurance. 

 Enate order based on paragraph F amend 3 Enqelab and public courts can be protest by attorney and 

accuse. 

1-Arrest people with illegal temporary arrestment order, avoid to make free accused after the illegal arrestment 

or neglect about new reasons to his innocence. Temporary arrestment is one of ways of reasoning supply that 

use of it need some terms, predict in law. This is one of massive orders that used in some of crime based on 

situation. This order is the basement of judges crime in courts that it’s need to be more courteous about it. 

 Temporary arrest is some cases is necessary but the common aspect of this necessity and judges willing is 

that the reasons accused arrested people or else temporary arrestment is illegal and unnecessary. 

 

Law documents: (amend 32-35-36-37 crime justice law 1378): 
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 Crime material element: contain positive action (arrest accused person with illegal temporary arrestment 

order) or not to do (avoid make free person after illegal order) crime abstract element; aim to arrest or avoid to 

make free this person. Crime law element based on (amend 575 Islamic punishment law 1375) (sometimes 

intermit special crimes the temporary arrestment is essential for example sub branch 3 amend 4 Estesha doers 

punishment, fraud lands or abstraction 1376. Maslehat Nezam policy congress. Amend 17 punishment 

paragraph 3 material of canceling baste in 1343. 

 In term of knife laceration, explore the adutrine drag sub branch 3 and amend 436 this rules) 

 The main difference between force temporary arrestment and the adopted one the forced one continue till 

the primitive order or else the courts say this arrestment wasn’t forcible, while the adapted arrestment is 

valuable for a month and if continuation of it was essential the judge should order. (Musa 1378- 267) 

21- Illegal arrestment of accused with reasoning order (expect temporary arrestment) avoid to make him free 

after change the punishment to amnesty or decreasing. 

 

Law documents: (amend 132-133-134-135-137-138-144 1378): 

 Crime material element; contain positive action (illegal arrestment of accused with garnishment order) not 

to do action (avoid to make free after change punishment to amnesty) crime abstract element (aim to arrest 

people for above mentioned or aim in make free person crime abstract element based on amend 575 Islamic 

punishment law) 

 What was the reason for the some judges in term of illegal arrestment and the chairman of justice 

department (Ayatollah Amoli Larijabi) in one of his TV annulment mentioned it and avoid judges from it was 

the topic of avoid to garnishment at the end of time for the accused. 

 Some of judge order the temporary arrestment by the excuse of massive files and accused (usually arrest) 

will be free with insurance (in cases the arrest order is forbidden). And by this excuse and no time to insurance 

the arrested will go to jail. It seems in this case the illegal arrestment fully happens and it needed that 

supervision source by using the rules and actions (makeup this draw back) and act against judges to avoid harm 

to personal freedom in society. 

 Arresting the people that give insurance have no legal source and with other elements of illegal crime it 

will be a crime moreover in some cases as accessing to documents department is impossible by some reasons it 

seems some judges order the insurance order to ends to arrest people. 

 Because till surrender of accused spare time to fined insource the time is over and accused introduce to jail 

but in this case clarify the judge ill will this is suit and some judges try to get time of accused client to arrest 

him as at first try to introduce experts to analysis the property situation and after the export idea order to 

apprehend the property by related department and this topic not only has official problems for accused and his 

family but also it’s illegal and unfair and infect it is the misuse of law and in our idea it’s a crime even elements 

was detected. 

 The other topic is some judge avoid to accept the country side documents or document that under loan of 

Banks. Here it’s should be mentioned the judge at least in term assurance should contempt his conscious 

because the assurance measure with the accused to accept or not, as measures of amends 134 crime petition law 

like agented background should here it should be mentioned even unavailable assurance can accept or reserves. 

 As the detection client responsibility given to judge its possible judge can excuse to accept this law and 

arrest accused for a selected time but this measure should be based on amend 34. This clear that the judge 

adoption in this situation is finite and not vast because the judges detection is based on his knowledge and if 

knowledge is out of criterion has no worth and when they introduce with such situation and judge didn’t accept 

his assurance while it’s acceptable the judge couldn’t has the vast adoption to order or arrest because as it 

mentioned the person freedom is the topic that it’s interpretation is not based on abstract science so this topic 

can be one judges crime. Although arrestment of bail when he couldn’t pay the price of bail and it wasn’t 

possible in preforming of amend 2 way of official punishment performance (Karim Zadeh 1380-200) 

22- Illegal arrestment with misuse of court session interruption laws avoid to make free people more than 

possible time 

 

Law documents: (note 2 amend 188) and (amend 101 1379): 

 Crime material element; contain positive action (illegal arrestment with misuse of court interruption laws) 

or not to do an action (avoid to make free people after possible time) crime abstract element (aim to arrest 

people or avoid to make them free) crime law element based on (amends 80-806 1392) 

23- Avoid make free accused that they have ordered innocence about him law documents (amend 21) (forte 

note one amend 22 reform public courts law 1381) crime material element; contain not to do an action (avoid to 

make free innocence people) crime abstract element; aim to arrest these people. 

 Crime law element; based on (amend 575 1375). 

 This case is about one of this situation that disciplinary crimes or judges crime happens. The difference is 

about the centrality of the order as it’s means some of judges believes (especially in cases that the accused 
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person escaped for a while) shouldn’t as they be innocent will free till the premier court confirm the order, but 

this topic based on amends mentioned above is crime. 

24- Illegal apprehension by irrelevant court and judge this topic is about irrelevant judge is contain of situation 

that judge has no legal source to hearing the crime and the court should has the situation to hearing for crime 

and has the national personal and real merit to do it. 

 

Low documents (amend 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57 1357): 

 Or aim material element: contain positive action (arrest people with irrelevant judge or court) crime law 

element aim to illegal arrestment of that person. 

 Crime law element: this topic can be discussed based on (amends 801, 806 Islamic punishment law) 

25- Illegal arresting person excuse of examine and location’s research legal Documentation: (amend 81, 82) and 

1378. 

For don’t accomplishment above crime that down term is necessary 

1. Had issue before orders examine and location’s research. 

2. Called person that should behave. 

3. Those person didn’t present without acceptable. 

4. Crime is intruder for safety and common meter 

 Don’t accomplishment above crime when person was arrested after emission’s order of capture, will caused 

illegal captured person with being other components of crime. 

Crime legal component, id identic (amend 801 Islamic punishment law). 

26- Illegal arresting person with infract of call and capture’s manual (amends 116,117,118,124,127 Islamic 

punishment law 1375). 

Call and capture of person without legal reason when caused his capture is illegal capture and so capture 

without call in legal case with other component is illegal capture. 

Corpus delicate is (illegal capture person with infract of above manual) and in corpus delicate is (purpose in 

illegal capture) 

Crime legal element identic (amend 570 Islamic punishment law 

 

Conclusions 

Deduction:Effect of this research is: 

1. Describe the hidden crime of judges and other judicial functionary. 

2. Described the special element of this crime and special judicial. 

3. Explanation described act of. 

4. Familiarized with righteous reference for attention. 

5. Showing the how retinue of reasons. 

6.Scientific and action information presentation about description crime is important judicial doctrine and 

judicial forum ideas and unity facting and advising doctoring that making apparent from scientific and acting 

structure. 

7. Few of base of judicial person and there for detection progress from that, for judicial person and usually 

person. 

8. Create base for healthy for judicial system and accrete base for justice with protection person’s right and 

improve people trust level to judicial system. 
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